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Abstract

The scope of the presented study was to investigate feasibility of Eddy Current Testing (ECT) for detection in storage of inter-granular attack (IGA) cracking and general clad thinning of irradiated fuel cladding from Advanced Gas-cooled Reactors (AGR). The impact of the storage environment, particularly the effect of immersion in water compared to measurements in air, has also been investigated. A miniature EC probe was developed to induce eddy currents in a pin and to read out EC response. The transducer was robotically moved along the AGR pin and multi-frequency EC responses were acquired using a spectrum analyser. Main results of the experimental investigation are the following: even very small artificial defects such as short EDM notches of depth of 100ȝm produce distinguishable EC response; localised clad thinning of depth of 100ȝm and above produces considerable EC response levels; effect of water environment on the EC response is negligible; effect of anti-stacking grooves on the EC response is considerable.

1. Introduction

An Advanced Gas-cooled Reactor (AGR) is a type of nuclear reactor which uses graphite as the neutron moderator and carbon dioxide as coolant. AGR requires stainless steel fuel cladding to withstand the high temperature. Spent AGR fuel pins are stored in a water pond and thus may be prone to corrosion and stress-corrosion cracking under some off-normal conditions. Storage periods prior to geological disposal are expected to span many decades. Therefore, there is interest in developing a robust and diverse regime of fuel condition monitoring and inspection techniques in order to confirm that fuel remains in good condition.
Figure 1a&b shows a photograph and a CAD model of an AGR fuel cladding (pin), respectively. Material of AGR fuel cladding is austenitic stainless steel (SS) of the following chemical composition: 20Cr-25Ni-Nb \(^{(1)}\). Its electrical conductivity \(\sigma\) is reported to be 0.993 MS/m \(^{(1, 2)}\). Magnetic properties of the material are not known. Normally, austenitic SS is non-ferromagnetic, that is its relative magnetic permeability \((\mu_r)\) is very close to 1. It has been reported that similar AGR fuel pins were slightly magnetic \(^{(1)}\). On the other hand, it has also been reported that AGR fuel cladding material only becomes magnetic after thermal treatment at 900°C for 48 hours \(^{(3)}\). These electromagnetic properties make AGR fuel cladding suitable for inspection by means of electromagnetic NDT methods such as ECT.

IGA is a form of corrosion where the boundaries of crystallites of the material are more susceptible to corrosion than their insides \(^{(4)}\). This can happen in otherwise corrosion-resistant alloys, when the grain boundaries are depleted, known as grain boundary depletion, of the corrosion-inhibiting elements such as chromium \(^{(4)}\). In austenitic stainless steels, where chromium is added for corrosion resistance, the mechanism involved is precipitation of chromium carbide at the grain boundaries, resulting in the formation of chromium-depleted zones adjacent to the grain boundaries, this process being called sensitization \(^{(4)}\) and can be induced by exposure to radiation. IGA induced by environmental stresses is called stress corrosion cracking (SCC). Figure 2 shows a metallographic cross section perpendicular to a stress corrosion crack. It can be observed that SCC cracking represents a volumetric defect which has width of order of magnitude of several millimetres, thus it will disturb eddy currents flowing across as well as along the crack \(^{(5)}\). Limited literature is available regarding ECT of IGA and quantification of sensitization in austenitic stainless steel \(^{(6, 7)}\). Little sensitivity of EC response to the sensitization level as precursor of IGA has been observed, however it has been concluded that ECT could be used to detect and quantify IGA \(^{(8)}\). Successful application of ECT for detection and quantification of stress corrosion cracking in stainless steels has been reported in \(^{(9-14)}\).

Figure 1. AGR fuel cladding (pin): (a) photograph, (b) CAD model
Figure 2. Metallographic cross section perpendicular to a stress corrosion crack

A nonlinear ultrasonic technique has been developed to evaluate sensitization in Type 304 stainless steel (15). A good correlation was reported between the degree of sensitization measured by the electrochemical potentio-kinetic reactivation test and the ultrasonic nonlinearity parameter. This study is claimed to have demonstrated that nonlinear ultrasonic technique can be used as a potential technique for non-destructive characterization of sensitization in austenitic stainless steel. Assessment of intergranular corrosion attack in austenitic stainless steel using ultrasonic measurements has also been reported in (16).

2. Experimental setup, results and discussion

2.1 Samples

AGR fuel pins are stainless steel cylindrical ribbed pipes of 1000mm length, inner diameter of the rod is circa 14.6 mm, external diameter of the rod without ribbing is circa 15.4mm and external diameter of the rod with ribbing is circa 16.2mm (a rib height is circa 400μm), wall thickness of circa 0.4mm.

The following artificial defects were produced in the cladding:
1) Helical EDM notches parallel to the ribbing as shown in Figure 3a. The notches had lengths of 2.5mm, 5mm and 10mm and depths of 25%, 50%, 75% and 100% of the cladding wall thickness located on the outer diameter of the fuel pin and thus denoted as OD25%, OD50%, OD75% and Through.
2) Circumferential EDM notches (shown in Figure 3b) of depth of 50% of the total wall thickness and lengths of 4mm, 9mm and 12mm.
3) Localised clad thinning (shown in Figure 3c) imitating general corrosion which had depths of 100μm, 200μm and 300μm with extent of the wear in the scan direction being circa 4mm, 6mm and 7mm, respectively. The clad thinning was produced by abrasion.
2.2 Experimental setup

ECT is an electromagnetic non-contact method of Non-Destructive Testing based on induction of alternating electric currents in conducting test pieces. Defects disrupting the flow of eddy currents cause change of the magnetic flux coupled with the inductor (typically a coil) which can be detected either as change of the coil’s impedance or as a local magnetic field variation.

Due to the skin effect, density of eddy currents induced by an external alternating magnetic field in an electrical conductor exponentially decreases with increasing depths under the surface of the conductor. In order to produce sizable EC response, the standard depth of penetration should not exceed the thickness of the tested object (17). Since the electrical conductivity of the AGR fuel pin steel is very low (below 1MS/m) and the wall thickness is small (circa 400μm), the excitation frequency should be in the range between several hundreds of kHz and few MHz.

A miniature probe coil with mean diameter of few mm was designed and manufactured for inspection of the AGR fuel cladding. The probe coil was oriented along the radial direction of the pin, perpendicular to the pin surface. The probe coil induces local eddy currents over a small area and offers a better spatial resolution. The EC scanning was performed using KUKA robotic arm KR5 arc HW along helical paths with the point probe fitting between the ribs. The helical path offers the following advantages compared to an axial scan along a straight line:

1) Lift-off due to ribs, which would be inevitable in the case of an axial scan along a straight line, can be reduced to minimum because the probe is between ribs.
2) Periodical EC background noise due ribs is avoided (even though this noise can be filtered out by an appropriate digital filter).

Figure 3. AGR fuel pins used in the ECT study: (a) pin with a helical EDM notch parallel to the ribbing; (b) pin with a circumferential EDM notch; (c) localised clad wall thinning
An impedance analyser Agilent 4395A was used to measure impedance variation (the real part of impedance – serial resistance $R_s$, and the imaginary part divided by frequency - serial inductance $L_s$) of the coils in the range of swept excitation frequencies from 100 kHz up to the respective resonance frequency. The entire inspection process was fully automated; measurement of signals from the EC transducers was synchronised with the robot movement in order to enable acquisition of accurate positional data.

EC response is obtained in form of coil impedance $Z = R_s + jQf$, where $R_s$ is the series resistance (real part), $Q = 2\pi f$, $f$ being the excitation frequency, $L_s$ is the series inductance. Digital band-pass filtering was applied to the scanned EC responses. Absolute difference impedance

$$\Delta Z = Z_{\text{defect}} - Z_{\text{unperturbed}}$$

and relative impedance sensitivity to the defects

$$\Delta Z = (Z_{\text{defect}} - Z_{\text{unperturbed}})/Z_{\text{unperturbed}}$$

and

$$\log_{10}(\Delta Z)$$

are used to represent the EC response.

The EC results are presented as spectrograms (2D representation of the spectrum of frequencies in the EC response as they vary with the axial scan distance along the pin) of the real and imaginary parts of the impedance, linear scans at selected frequencies and in complex impedance plane (Lissajous curve) which are traditionally used in ECT.

### 2.3 Scan results

Due to limitation of the number of pages of the manuscript, only selected ECT results are presented.

#### 2.3.1 Helical EDM notches

Figures 4 to 6 represent EC responses of the probe coil to the tested helical EDM notches. Defects as shallow as OD50% and as short as 2.5mm were unambiguously detected. EC responses to OD25% were distinguished, however they had low SNRs.

#### 2.3.2 Circumferential EDM notches

Figure 7 represents EC response of the probe coil to a circumferential EDM OD50% notch. Even though these defects represent very small disturbance for eddy currents, they produce characteristic EC signatures in the respective spectrograms.

#### 2.3.3 Wall Thinning due to general corrosion

Figure 8 represents EC response of the probe coil to localised wall thinning. External wall thinning effectively results in probe lift-off variation and even 100µm lift-off causes a clear EC response.
Figure 4. EC response of a probe coil to a helical EDM notch of 5mm length through the entire fuel cladding wall thickness: (a) absolute difference response spectrogram of $R_s$, (b) absolute difference response spectrogram of $L_s$, (c) relative difference response spectrogram of $R_s$, (d) relative difference response spectrogram of $L_s$, (e) line scan of relative difference response of $R_s$ at selected frequencies, (f) line scan of relative difference response of $L_s$ at selected frequencies, (g) complex impedance plane representation of relative difference response at selected frequencies.
Figure 5. EC response of a probe coil to a helical EDM OD75% notch of 5mm length: (a) absolute difference response spectrogram of $R_s$, (b) absolute difference response spectrogram of $L_s$, (c) relative difference response spectrogram of $R_s$, (d) relative difference response spectrogram of $L_s$, (e) line scan of relative difference response of $R_s$ at selected frequencies, (f) line scan of relative difference response of $L_s$ at selected frequencies, (g) complex impedance plane representation of relative difference response at selected frequencies.
Figure 6. EC response of a probe coil to a helical EDM OD50% notch of 5mm length: (a) absolute difference response spectrogram of $R_s$, (b) absolute difference response spectrogram of $L_s$, (c) relative difference response spectrogram of $R_s$, (d) relative difference response spectrogram of $L_s$, (e) line scan of relative difference response of $R_s$ at selected frequencies, (f) line scan of relative difference response of $L_s$ at selected frequencies, (g) complex impedance plane representation of relative difference response at selected frequencies.
Figure 7. EC response of a probe coil to a circumferential EDM OD50% notch of 12mm length: (a) absolute difference response spectrogram of $R_s$, (b) absolute difference response spectrogram of $L_s$, (c) relative difference response spectrogram of $R_s$, (d) relative difference response spectrogram of $L_s$, (e) line scan of relative difference response of $R_s$ at selected frequencies, (f) line scan of relative difference response of $L_s$ at selected frequencies, (g) complex impedance plane representation of relative difference response at selected frequencies.
Figure 8. EC response of a probe coil to a localised wall thinning by 200μm: (a) absolute difference response spectrogram of $R_s$, (b) absolute difference response spectrogram of $L_s$, (c) relative difference response spectrogram of $R_s$, (d) relative difference response spectrogram of $L_s$, (e) line scan of relative difference response of $R_s$ at selected frequencies, (f) line scan of relative difference response of $L_s$ at selected frequencies, (g) complex impedance plane representation of relative difference response at selected frequencies.
3. Conclusions

This paper presented results of experimental feasibility study of Eddy Current (EC) testing of fuel pins of Advanced Gas-cooled Reactor (AGR) for various typologies of defects. Main results are the following:

- A fully automated experimental rig for robotic scanning of the AGR fuel pins using eddy currents method has been developed.
- Even very small artificial defects such as short EDM notches of depth of 100µm produce distinguishable EC response.
- Localised clad thinning of depth of 100µm and above produces considerable EC response levels.
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